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Whilst this newsletter was in its final edit, an African event took place that captured global headlines and sent a wave 

of euphoria sweeping across Southern Africa. So we thank, wholeheartedly, Robert Gabriel Mugabe for eventually 

terminating his 37 year old strangle on Zimbabwe, and forcing us to rewrite the headline story of our Newsletter! As 

Zimbabweans begin to enjoy freedoms they have been denied for so long, and the country embarks down a road of 

economic and political reforms, Last Chance Safaris is itching to put Expeditions together that showcase some of 

Africa’s most alluring wilderness areas in one of its friendliest and most hospitable countries.    

From a conservation point of view, the end of 

the Mugabe regime will have an enormous 

impact. For too long corruption and bribery at 

the highest level has fuelled the illicit ivory and 

rhino horn trade. It has also allowed 

unscrupulous individuals and organisations to 

exploit the ridiculous amount of money 

generated by the trophy hunting industry 

without regulation or responsibility. We 

strongly suspect that this is about to change 

quite dramatically, unleashing the potential that 

has always been bubbling under the surface. 

As it is on our doorstep, Last Chance Safaris 

makes regular visits to Zimbabwe, and we 

never cease to be amazed at the beauty, 

diversity and accessibility of Zimbabwe’s 

National Parks. Despite decades of near non-

existent funding, woefully inadequate 

infrastructure and high level mismanagement, 

somehow the dedicated individuals on the 

ground, and an army of volunteers and NGO’s 

have kept the wild places wild.  

With the prospect of the conservation and 

ecotourism shackles being cast off, and 

knowing the determination that drives most 

Zimbabweans, we are expecting great things 

ahead. Our belief that the eco-tourist is THE 

most important conservationist, and wanting to 

help Zimbabwe get back its status as a Safari 

Mecca, Last Chance Safaris will be reinventing 

our Zimbabwe Expeditions for 2019 – watch 

this space! To get an idea of what may be on 

offer, visit Painted Wolf Expedition and Rhino 

Expedition.   

 

New Era for a Safari Mecca? 

A Hwange sunset amongst giants 

A classic Mana Pools experience 

Experience ~ Awareness ~ Conservation 

EXPEDITION BRIEFS 
News from Last Chance Safaris 

https://www.lastchancesafaris.earth/painted-wolf-expedition
https://www.lastchancesafaris.earth/rhino-expedition
https://www.lastchancesafaris.earth/rhino-expedition
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News from Grant & Phil  

Rhinos are back in Botswana! On a 

recent ‘corporate’ expedition of our own 

we saw our first wild Botswana White 

Rhinoceros! Above Grant’s cap to the 

left you can see the fine specimen of a 

bull we happened upon, casually 

wandering off across the Okavango 

floodplain. More on this exciting 

conservation development below. 

Living in two different towns has 

necessitated that most company 

business nowadays is conducted in 

settings like this. The next meeting of 

the ‘board’ will be in March when Grant 

& Phil head to Zimbabwe’s Matopos to 

participate in the Heritage MTB race. 

 

   
Both Phil & Grant have had a packed 2017. Phil relocated his family and mobile safari business to Botswana’s eco-

tourism capital of Maun. House building and settling the twins into a new environment provided some challenges, 

but were successfully negotiated. In between family and business duties, Phil has found time to continue exploring 

the wild places of Botswana, and now that the Okavango literally flows past his front door, he makes regular sorties 

into the delta, continually adding to his wealth of knowledge about this incredible wilderness.   

Grant as usual has been safari’ing across Africa. Probably his highlight expedition was to Uganda to look at potential 

new destinations for our east African expeditions. Gorillas and chimps aside, Uganda showed that it has so much 

more to offer. On top of a healthy (and improving) big game population, Uganda is surely the birding destination of 

Africa. Grant’s trip summary is included in this newsletter below and makes for interesting reading. His safari duties 

have also taken him to Tanzania where he hit the Migration slap in the face in the central Serengeti. Some of the 

images from that trip can be viewed on our gallery page. A trip to Australia and New Zealand in March was an 

opportunity to explore new habitats, ranging from the marine ecosystems of the Great Barrier Reef and Milford Sound 

to the landscapes of the Great Red Desert and the alpine steppe of Mt Cook. 2018 will be much of the same including 

leading the Migration & Great Apes Expedition in late July.  

 

   

Phil & Grant are fortunate to get into some of the most scenic and wild places in Africa on a regular basis. Both of 

them enjoy their photography and more than a little rivalry exists between them as to who takes the better pictures. 

So in the spirit of fairness, Phil has chosen what he thinks is Grant’s best pic of 2017 taken in Uganda’s Bwindi 

Impenetrable Forest, and Grant has reciprocated with Phil’s shot of a lioness at her kill. Hope you like them. 

The stream of pictures they produce can be enjoyed by following Last Chance Safaris on Twitter and Instagram.   

Mountain Gorilla – Nkuringo family, Bwindi Uganda Lioness on a kill – Hwange, Zimbabwe 

Pic Choices of 2017 

 

https://www.lastchancesafaris.earth/gallery
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Last Chance Feature Creature 
Our logo displays the three animals that Last Chance Safaris believes define the conservation focus for Africa – 

Elephant, Mountain Gorilla and Rhino. Their protection and conservation will have a knock-on effect resulting in a 

broad swathe of protection for so many more animals and plants that share the same habitats of these three keystone 

species. Africa has two of the extant five species of rhinoceros left on the planet, the Black or Hook-lipped Rhino 

(Diceros bicornis) and the White or Square-lipped Rhino (Ceratotherium simum). Beginning in 2008 the demand 

for rhino horn in SE Asia skyrocketed and the consequences for Africa’s rhinos has been nothing short of catastrophic 

(see graph below). The pressure on the stronghold population of South African White Rhinos and Zimbabwe’s Black 

Rhinos is untenable for many private owners and so, in partnership with the NGO’s Rhinos Without Borders and 

Rhino Conservation Botswana Rhinos are being relocated to isolated wilderness areas in Botswana. 

     

     

Severe poaching pressure resulted in Botswana’s last Black 

Rhino being killed in the ‘90’s and soon after, the remaining 

wild White Rhinos were captured and placed in well-guarded 

sanctuaries. Today, with the blessing and full support of the 

Botswana Government and the Botswana Defence Force, more 

than 70 Rhinos have now been successfully translocated into 

secure and remote areas of northern Botswana. The projects 

initiated by both NGO’s are ongoing and we are expecting 

another 60 rhino to find sanctuary in Botswana by this time 

next year. Each rhino released is fitted with specially designed 

microchips and radio telemetry hardware which allows for 

strict monitoring of their movements and enhances the security 

of their future. Well equipped and well trained, the BDF have 

long demonstrated their ‘zero tolerance’ for poaching of 

elephant and rhino. New calves have already started to be seen 

and the outlook for both species of rhino is looking pretty rosy.  

Following our own ethos of Experience-Awareness-

Conservation, Last Chance Safaris endeavours to 

support the eco-tourism sector that contributes to 

these rhino projects. The tourist dollar is the most 

efficient way to make the project goals come to 

fruition and by using the camps and lodges associated 

with these NGO’s there is a direct benefit to re-

establishing a sustainable population of Rhino in 

Botswana. 

Internationally the fight to reduce the demand for 

rhino horn hit a snag this year. South Africa passed a 

controversial law that allows for the auction of 

stockpiled and ‘harvested’ rhino horn to buyers in the 

Far East. Last Chance Safaris, along with the majority 

of rhino conservationists, believes that we should be 

working tirelessly to quash the demand – and 

significant in-roads have been made with this 

strategy, particularly in China. Such auctions clearly 

condone, and indeed market, rhino horn use and will 

only exacerbate the problem. Arguments that such 

sales will undercut the illicit trade have already 

proven to be false after there was ‘dismay’ at the low 

price horn fetched at the first auction. Clearly the 

sellers seek to treat the horn as an economic 

commodity and get the best possible price they can.  

 

White Rhinoceros – Okavango, Botswana 

Hooked-lipped Rhino Square-lipped Rhino 

http://www.rhinoswithoutborders.com/
https://www.rhinoconservationbotswana.com/
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Uganda – Primates, Passerines, Predators and Panoramas 

by Grant Nel 

As the plane banked over Africa’s largest water body, Lake Victoria, on final approach to Entebbe International, I 

was struck by how green everything is. The equatorial country of Uganda is classed as ‘East African’, but actually 

straddles the fence of East and West Africa. Fertile and well-watered it is a challenge to find a patch of soil that hasn’t 

been colonised by some plant; cultivated or growing wild. The next pleasant surprise is the warmth of the Ugandan 

welcome. From the moment I stepped through the plane doors till I departed Uganda ten days later, I was greeted and 

treated with a friendliness that belies the persistent image that plagues this peaceful and peace loving country. I was 

here to get a first-hand perspective of what this incredible country has to offer. Of course Mountain Gorillas topped 

the list but there were also chimps to find and that enigmatic bird that is on every ‘twitcher’s’ bucket list – the 

Shoebill. What was unexpected is the sheer diversity of life that fills just about every corner of the country.  

First stop was Bwindi Impenetrable Forest. Tucked away in the south of the country, bordering Rwanda and the DRC,     

     is Uganda’s Mountain Gorilla sanctuary where half of the 

world’s remaining wild gorillas are to be found. We would 

be based at Clouds Mountain Gorilla Lodge near the 

village of Nkuringo. This community is intimately 

involved with the gorillas and have developed a solid 

relationship with the lodge – in fact they own it. It is these 

kind of relationships that ensure not only a future for the 

gorillas, but hopefully will help extend their range in years 

to come. A tour of the village was a fascinating glimpse 

into the life of the rural Ugandan and a chance to see how 

positive the effect of gorilla tourism has been for the 

community. 

  However, the anticipation for what was to come 

overshadowed this and all the ‘fringe’ experiences I was 

being treated too: a personal butler; a cottage suite; 

incredible views of the Virunga volcanoes; five star 

cuisine, and always that Ugandan smile. Einstein’s theory 

of relativity was put to the test the next day as time 

dragged slowly from wake up to breakfast, to the gorilla 

briefing, to the drive to the trailhead, to the hike down into 

the forest, to the hike in the forest and up some 

challenging slopes. Then we were there, and suddenly the 

clock started whirring forward! The one hour we were 

allowed to be with the family, and there is no other way to  

describe a group of gorillas, went by in a flash. In that time 

we marvelled at the size of the two silverbacks, laughed at 

the antics of the juveniles that played only when they had 

our undivided attention, and perhaps got a little misty-

eyed at the one week old baby that was unquestionably 

shown off to us. Until you spend time with these great 

apes, it is hard to comprehend just how much of ourselves 

we can see in them – except they appear to not have that 

one trait which sadly is often a characteristic of their 

hairless cousin – malice.  

The Ugandan experience isn’t confined to just the gorillas 

and chimps. There are more than sixty species of large         

further eleven species of primate,        

 
mammal including another eleven species of primate and four of ‘The Big Five’. It is a birder’s paradise with over 

a thousand species, many of which are found nowhere else on the planet. Spectacular scenery, huge mountains, 

crashing waterfalls and Africa’s oldest rainforest round off the experiences and give credence to Uganda’s moniker 

as ‘The Pearl of Africa’.    

Nkuringo Community – traditional healer 

Nkuringo Silverback 

The prehistoric looking Shoebill Stork 
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For them, an iPad is a point of reference for bird calls and 

star gazing rather than a tool for keeping them quiet 

during long journeys. The point behind such stories can 

be summed up by a quote from that luminary naturalist, 

Sir David Attenborough…….. 

The question is, are we happy to suppose that our 

grandchildren may never be able to see an elephant 

except in a picture book?’ 

We hope that through our efforts of taking the twins into 

the wilderness, we plant a seed. The same seed my 

parents planted so that their grandchildren now marvel at 

Nature’s beauty. A seed that grows the next generation  

 

 

 

 

My Children Know African Wildlife before their Alphabet 

by Phil Zappala 

There can’t be too many parents out there that have heard their three year old say ‘Daddy, that elephant just touched 

the car with its trunk.’ The privilege of growing up in the wilderness of Botswana definitely has it draws, and my 

wife and I consider ourselves very lucky to be able to provide this opportunity to our twins, Eva and Luca. As a 

family we snap up any chance to explore Botswana’s prime wildlife areas. The twins are very comfortable in a 

wilderness setting and the way that they light up when they experience new things is just as rewarding as the sightings 

that we have had this year.  We have been engulfed by the dust kicked up by masses of Zebra marching down to the 

 Boteti River at the peak of their dry season migration. We 

have had a family breakfast surrounded by Red Lechwe 

at Moremi’s Paradise Pools. We have sat quietly by the 

Chobe River watching Elephants get the ‘water wobble’ 

as they make their final sprint to the water’s edge, eager 

to quench their thirst. We have forded the Khwai River 

in an open vehicle whilst being surrounded by Hippos. 

We have watched Savute Lionesses defend their kill from 

the ever menacing Hyenas. We have seen a Leopardess 

surveying her territory from the vantage point of 

Bushmen Hill, and now we have seen Rhino return to 

graze upon their ancestral grasslands. 

of conservationists that will be the caretakers of our 

planet’s dwindling natural heritage. 

The fact is that over 30,000 elephants died in 2016 to 

satisfy the human desire for baubles and trinkets; and 

that nearly twelve tons of pangolin scales from an 

estimated 20,000 African Pangolins was seized by 

Chinese officials in November; and that the Java Rhino 

is teetering on the edge of extinction with less than 35 of 

these beautiful creatures left; and in Indonesia 19 more 

bird species made it onto the IUCN endangered list 

fuelled by a ridiculous ‘song competition’ fervour.  

Now if we consider that our species’ population growth 

is is projected to be over 9 billion by the time I get to cradle my first grandchild, then the realisation of what he or she 

stands to inherit from us is alarming because all of these animals are moving towards extinction at the hand of Man. 

If we do not plant these seeds and then nurture a respect and love for the Natural world we will be responsible for, 

as Chief Seattle so eloquently put it…..  

‘...Man (dying) from a great loneliness of spirit. For whatever happens to the beasts, soon happens to Man. All 

things are connected’ 
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Social Media 
For the most up to the minute news from Last Chance Safaris, follow us on 

  

Conservation Snippets 

Sniffing Out Wildlife Smugglers 

The University of Technology Sydney, Centre for Forensic 

Science, is developing a portable electronic nose (NOS.E) 

that can be used by frontline personnel to rapidly identify 

wildlife parts at ports of entry. NOS.E uses the unique odour 

signatures of different wildlife species to determine the 

identity and geographic origin of trafficked samples. NOS.E 

can be used globally to differentiate a diverse range of 

trafficked species including large cats (e.g.tigers, leopards), 

elephants, rhinoceros, pangolins, bears, sea turtles, sharks, 

and a range of birds and reptiles, all of which have distinct 

odour signatures (source Seven Seas Media). 

Inject, Baby Inject 

Carbon capture and storage provides a solution toward 

decarbonization of the global economy. The success of this 

solution depends on the ability to safely and permanently 

store CO₂. A study in Iceland demonstrated for the first time 

the permanent disposal of CO₂ as environmentally benign 

carbonate minerals in basaltic rocks. Over 95% of the CO₂ 

injected into the study site in Iceland was mineralized to 

calcite in less than 2 years. This result contrasts with the view 

that CO₂ capture as carbonate minerals within geologic 

reservoirs takes several hundreds to thousands of years. The 

theoretical carbon-storage capacity of basalt in the oceanic 

ridges around Iceland is greater than the estimated amount of 

carbon that would be released by burning all fossil fuels 

known to be accessible (Source Science).  

Hot Coral 

A coral reef takes thousands of years to build, yet can vanish 

in an instant. The culprit is usually coral bleaching; a disease 

exacerbated by warming waters that today threatens reefs 

around the globe. Symbiodinium, the little critter that lives 

inside, and feeds coral polyps, vary greatly in heat tolerance. 

Now recent studies have identified strains that are particularly 

tolerant to very high temperatures. This raises the possibility 

of manipulating Symbiodinium populations in the wild as a 

means of improving the survival of multiple coral species in 

warming seas, either through the transfer and release of 

natural strains of Symbiodinium outside their current 

geographical range, or through more direct genetic 

manipulation (Source Smithsonian Magazine). 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/lastchancesaf
https://www.instagram.com/lastchancesaf/
https://sevenseasmedia.org/spotlight-a-portable-electronic-nose-to-fight-wildlife-crime/
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6291/1312
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/blueprint-engineering-super-coral-180964309/

